Bridging the gap between traditional Chinese medicine and systems biology: the connection of Cold Syndrome and NEI network.
Systems biology is a general trend of contemporary scientific development. When coupling the classical traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) Cold Syndrome and methodology of systems biology, we conformed to the genome, transcriptome, proteome, and metabolome that are supposed to run through the overall macro behavior, and explored the macro and micro framework of systems biology of TCM Syndrome. We introduced a new way to probe into the implicit stratification of Cold Syndrome, after surveying 4575 cases of Cold Syndrome patients and examining gene expression information of a typical Cold Syndrome pedigree by microarray. We underlined the genetic background of the Cold Syndrome family based on the molecular foundation to understand Syndrome, one of our earlier discoveries in which genes and chemical compounds in neuro-endocrine-immune (NEI) system are scored as Cold or Hot (or both) property. Results indicate that Cold Syndrome related genes play an essential role in energy metabolism, which are tightly correlated with the genes of neurotransmitters, hormones and cytokines in the NEI interaction network. Therefore, NEI interaction not only opens out mechanism of classical TCM theory on Syndrome but also enriches current research on complex diseases as well as systems biology.